DSCSA QUESTIONS FOR VENDORS/MANFACTURERS

Are you providing Transaction Information, Transaction History, and Transaction Adherence Statement
(T3) info in an electronic format to trading partners and customers (Pharmacies)?
1. In what format is it available:
a. ASN
b. PDF
c. Other (specify) ________________________
2. Is lot number information included for both trading partners and customers?
a. If no, is there an anticipated date for providing Lot Number level information? (Specify
___________)
3. For wholesalers, is the T3 information for products delivered through affiliated or owned
companies available through a common reporting channel?
a. If yes, specify those companies or divisions _________________________
4. For wholesalers, are you providing the T3 information for products billed through drop shipment
pathways from non-affiliated companies or manufacturers?
a. If yes, specify those companies or manufacturers __________________________

Are there any products which your company has determined are exempt from DSCSA transaction
reporting requirements?
1. Which NDCs or Manufacturer Numbers (specify) _________________________
2. Are you able to provide T3 info for exempt products upon request?

Is T3 information being provided direct to the customer for Direct Purchases from the manufacturer?
1. Is T3 information being provided in the same format to the trading partner as to the direct
customer?

Are you utilizing a 3rd party vendor to provide T3 info to your trading partners and customers?
1. Specify vendors you provide data through ___________________
2. Is this in addition to the info noted above, or the sole mechanism for accessing T3 data?

3. Are there any limitations to the types of data accessible, or duration of storage and availability
of this data through the 3rd party vendors?

Who is the contact person for DSCSA questions for your organization?
1. Name
2. Email
3. Phone
Is your organization providing any training materials or related information for trading partners and
customers?
1. If yes, please specify _______________________________

Is T3 information for items that are drop ship billed through the wholesaler channel provided direct to
the customer, or indirectly to the customer through the wholesaler?

Are there any specific challenges regarding the current or future DSCSA requirements that we should be
aware of?

